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Abstract

Noroviruses are recognized as the major cause of non- bacterial gastroenteritis in humans. Molecular mechanisms driving nor-
ovirus evolution are the accumulation of point mutations and recombination. Recombination can create considerable changes 
in a viral genome, potentially eliciting a fitness cost, which must be compensated via the adaptive capacity of a recombinant 
virus. We previously described replicative fitness reduction of the first in vitro generated WU20- CW1 recombinant murine noro-
virus, RecMNV. In this follow- up study, RecMNV’s capability of replicative fitness recuperation and genetic characteristics of 
RecMNV progenies at early and late stages of an adaptation experiment were evaluated. Replicative fitness regain of the 
recombinant was demonstrated via growth kinetics and plaque size differences between viral progenies prior to and post serial 
in vitro passaging. Point mutations at consensus and sub- consensus population levels of early and late viral progenies were 
characterized via next- generation sequencing and putatively associated to fitness changes. To investigate the effect of genomic 
changes separately and in combination in the context of a lab- generated inter- MNV infectious virus, mutations were introduced 
into a recombinant WU20- CW1 cDNA for subsequent DNA- based reverse genetics recovery. We thus associated fitness loss of 
RecMNV to a C7245T mutation and functional VP2 (ORF3) truncation and demonstrated individual and cumulative compensa-
tory effects of one synonymous OFR2 and two non- synonymous ORF1 consensus- level mutations acquired during successive 
rounds of in vitro replication. Our data provide evidence of viral adaptation in a controlled environment via genetic drift after 
genetic shift induced a fitness cost of an infectious recombinant norovirus.

InTRoduCTIon
Human noroviruses (HuNoVs) are recognized as major aetio-
logic agents of global sporadic and epidemic non- bacterial 
gastroenteritis [1], causing significant morbidity and mortality 
in developing countries [2] and high economic losses in 
developed countries [1, 3]. The development of HuNoV 
replicon bearing cells in a human hepatoma cell line [4], the 
B- cell culture system [5], the stem- cell- derived intestinal 
organoid system [6] and zebrafish larvae infection models 
[7] have all provided invaluable tools to dissect the NoV life 

cycle. However, there is still a lack of detailed understanding 
of HuNoV replication and significant questions remain 
unanswered due to the technical limitations of many of these 
experimental systems. The genetically and biologically closely 
related murine norovirus (MuNoV) combines the advantages 
of efficient in vitro culture systems [8, 9], availability of tools 
for genetic manipulation [10, 11] and easy in vivo infection 
of a genetically tractable native host [12] and thus remains 
the model of choice for NoV studies. Human noroviruses 
and MuNoVs [13] belong to the Norovirus genus within the 
Caliciviridae family of small, non- enveloped, positive sense, 
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single- stranded RNA viruses [14]. The linear, polyadenlyated 
7.4–7.7 kb long HuNoV genome is classically organized into 
three ORFs, while MuNoV genomes are described to addi-
tionally harbour a fourth ORF [15, 16]. The 5′ proximal ORF1 
encodes a large polyprotein that is co- and post- translationally 
cleaved into six non- structural viral proteins (NS1/2 to NS7) 
[17]. ORF2 and ORF3 encode the structural components of 
the virion, major and minor capsid protein, VP1 and VP2, 
respectively. ORF4, entirely overlapping the 5′end of ORF2, 
encodes a virulence factor (VF1) [18].

Replicative, transmissive, competitive and epidemiological 
fitness are key elements of the overall viral fitness [19], which 
conceptually determines how well a virus ‘fits’ into its environ-
ment [20]. Viral ecology is based on complex epigenetic and 
genetic interactions within the common triad of environment, 
host and virus. A given virus’s ecology is thus governed in part 
by the particularities of its genetic evolution as it attempts to 
comply with the biological imperatives of genetic survival and 
replication [21]. Replicative fitness, defined as ‘the capacity of 
a virus to produce infectious progeny in a given environment’, 
can be investigated by either in silico, in vitro, ex vivo or in 
vivo experiments [19].

Molecular mechanisms mediating viral evolution are the 
accumulation of point mutations and recombination. While 
an accumulation of point mutations by virtue of the error- 
prone RNA- dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) generally 
leads more gradually to the generation of quasispecies in 
RNA viruses [22–25], recombination can quickly create 
considerable changes in a viral genome, allowing for complete 
antigenic shifts, host jumps and both pathogenesis and fitness 
modifications [26]. A change of large genomic regions can 
highly impact the fitness of a novel recombinant virus, but can 
also provide the virus with new arms regarding its transmis-
sive, competitive and epidemiological fitness [27].

While many field recombination events, predominantly at a 
typical ORF1/2 recombination breakpoint [28], have been 
detected in silico in the Norovirus genus [29, 30], few experi-
mental data are available concerning NoV recombination 
under laboratory conditions and the mechanism(s) involved 
are poorly characterized [29]. The first in vitro experimental 
evidence of NoV recombination was provided by Mathijs et al. 
[31], describing the detection and isolation of a single viable 
recombinant virus from an infectious centre assay following 
coinfections of mouse leukaemic monocyte- macrophage cells 
(RAW264.7) with the two homologous parental MuNoV 
strains MNV1- CW1 and WU20 (87 % nucleotide sequence 
similarity). The ensuing recombinant, RecMNV, composed 
of a WU20- related ORF1 and CW1- related ORFs 2, 3 and 
4, was shown to exhibit reduced in vitro fitness compared to 
its parental strains [31], while nevertheless retaining in vivo 
infectivity (albeit also with a slight reduction of infectivity 
as measured by comparing weight loss, viral loads in faeces, 
blood and various organs of RecMNV infected mice) [32].

In the present study, we evaluated the replication capability of 
previously in vitro- generated recombinant MuNoV RecMNV 
at early (RecE) and late (RecL) stages of an in vitro replicative 

fitness adaptation experiment. We associated population- level 
genetic modifications to observable phenotypic profiles of 
viral fitness. Fitness loss of RecMNV was thus linked to a 
C7245T mutation and functional VP2 (ORF3) truncation; 
individual and cumulative compensatory effects of one 
non- synonymous VP1 (OFR2) and two NS1/2 synonymous 
ORF1 consensus level mutations acquired during successive 
rounds of in vitro replication were demonstrated, suggesting 
that interactions of viral proteins and/or RNA secondary 
structures of different ORFs may play a role in the regulation 
of replicative fitness post recombination. This in vitro model 
simulates the adaptation process (genetic drift) of NoVs after a 
recombination event (genetic shift); it supplements the scarce 
experimental data available concerning MuNoV recombina-
tion and may also further a conceptual understanding of the 
mechanisms behind HuNoV evolution.

METHodS
Viruses and cells
The murine macrophage cell line RAW264.7 (ATCC TIB-71) 
was maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium 
(Invitrogen) containing 10 % heat inactivated foetal calf 
serum (FCS) (BioWhittaker), 2 % of an association of peni-
cillin (5000 SI units ml−1) and streptomycin (5 mg ml−1) (PS, 
Invitrogen) and 1 % 1 M HEPES buffer (pH 7.6) (Invitrogen) 
at 37 °C with 5 % CO2.

BHK cells engineered to express T7 RNA polymerase (BSR- T7 
cells, obtained from Karl- Klaus Conzelmann, Ludwig Maxi-
milian University, Munich, Germany) were maintained in 
DMEM containing 10 % FCS, penicillin (100 SI units ml−1) 
and streptomycin (100 μg ml−1), and 0.5 mg ml−1 G418.

Murine NoV isolate RecMNV [31] was propagated in 
RAW264.7 cells as described by Mathijs et al. Initial RecMNV 
progeny was produced by infection of RAW264.7 cells at a 
m.o.i. (expressed as plaque- forming units per cell) of 0.05. 
Two days post- infection, cells and supernatant were harvested 
and clarified by centrifugation for 20 min at 1000 g after three 
freeze/thaw cycles (–80 °C alternating with 37 °C). Superna-
tants were purified by ultracentrifugation on a 30 % sucrose 
cushion in a SW28 rotor (Beckman Coulter) at 23 000 rounds 
per min for 2 h at 4 °C. Pellets were suspended in 500 µl PBS, 
aliquoted and frozen at –80 °C. Titres were determined via 
the TCID50 method. For this, RAW 264.7 cells were seeded 
in 96- well plates, infected with tenfold serial dilutions of 
MuNoV, incubated for 4 days at 37 °C with 5 % CO2 and 
finally stained with 0.2 % crystal violet for 30 min. The titres, 
expressed as TCID50 ml−1, were calculated according to the 
Reed and Muench transformation [33].

RecMnV in vitro serial replication
To evaluate the capability of replicative fitness adaptation 
of in vitro- generated recombinant MuNoV RecMNV in cell 
culture, RecMNV was serially replicated in RAW264.7 cells 
over nine passages. Briefly, monolayers of 5×106 RAW264.7 
cells were initially infected with RecMNV at a m.o.i. of 0.05 
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and were incubated for 72 h. Following this, fresh RAW264.7 
cell layers were infected with 100 µl supernatant from the 
preceding passage. The procedure was repeated eight times. 
The remaining supernatants were centrifuged at 1000 g for 
20 min to remove cell debris and were stored at –80 °C until 
further analyses. Virus progenies resulting from the initial 
RecMNV production and those generated following the ninth 
passage of RecMNV are henceforth referred to as early (RecE) 
and late (RecL) recombinant progenies.

Plaque size analysis and replication kinetics of 
early (RecE) and late (RecL) RecMnV progenies
Two independent lysis plaque assays were performed in trip-
licate in RAW264.7 cells with RecE and RecL. Viral plaque 
sizes (15 discrete and well- isolated plaques were randomly 
selected per virus and per triplicate) of RecE and RecL were 
measured at 48 h p.i. with the open source image processing 
program ImageJ [34].

To compare infectivity between the progenies, a standard-
ized production of RecE and RecL was performed. Per 
progeny, triplicate RAW264.7 monolayers in six- well plates 
were infected at a m.o.i. of 0.01 (TCID50/cell). After 24 h p.i., 
total virus was released by three freeze/thaw cycles, clarified 
at 3000 r.p.m. for 20 min, and total viral progeny titres were 
analysed via TCID50 (biological and technical triplicates).

Early (RecE) and late (RecL) RecMnV progenies 
sequence analysis
RNA was extracted from 150 µl of viral suspensions using the 
NucleoSpin RNA virus kit (Macherey- Nagel) according to 
the manufacturer’s instructions. For genomic DNA depletion, 
the total RNA was treated with 4 MBU of Baseline- ZERO 
DNase (Epicentre) in a total volume of 60 µl. The reaction was 
incubated 15 min at 37 °C and inactivated by a bead- based 
purification step using the Agencourt AMPure XP (Beckman- 
Coulter). First- strand cDNA synthesis was performed 
using SuperScript IV reverse transcriptase (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, 
10 µl of DNase- treated total RNA was combined with oligo-
nucleotide primers MNV- tail:  TTTT TTTT TAAA ATGC 
ATCT AACT ACCAC (2.5 µM) and MNV-2745:  CTCA CGAT 
CAGC GAGG TAGTC (0.1 µM), dNTPs (10 mM: Promega) 
and nuclease- free water. Reactions were incubated at 65 °C 
for 10 min and cooled on ice for 5 min. A second reagent 
mix was added containing SuperScript IV enzyme (200 U: 
Thermo Fisher Scientific), RNasin Plus RNase Inhibitor 
(40 U: Promega), 0.1 M dTT (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 
before incubating at 50, 55 and 60 °C for 30 min, succes-
sively. A final incubation at 80 °C for 10 min was performed 
for inactivation. Second- strand synthesis was performed 
using NEBNext mRNA second- strand synthesis module 
(New England Biolabs) as per the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions. The resulting dsDNA was purified using Agencourt 
AMPure XP (Beckman- Coulter) beads according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions and samples eluted in 45 µl of 
nuclease- free water. Double- stranded cDNA samples were 
quantified using the Quantifluor dsDNA system (Promega) 

with the Quantus Fluorometer (Promega). One nanogram 
of each dsDNA sample was used to prepare sequencing 
libraries using the Nextera XT DNA Sample Preparation Kit 
(Illumina) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The 
libraries were quantified with the Kapa library quantification 
kit Illumina platforms (Kapa Biosystems) and the insertion 
size was verified using the Agilent Bioanalyzer with the 
high- sensitivity DNA kit (Agilent Technologies). Twenty- two 
libraries were multiplexed using standard Illumina indexing 
primers. Sequencing was performed using a MiSeq reagent 
kit version 3 (Illumina) with 2×300 bp paired- end sequencing 
on a MiSeq Benchtop Sequencer (Illumina).

Bioinformatics
The quality of the raw MiSeq sequence data of each library was 
assessed using FastQC v0.11.3 (http://www. bioinformatics. 
babraham. ac. uk/ projects/). Trimming was performed using 
Trim galore! v0.3.8 (http://www. bioinformatics. babraham. 
ac. uk/ projects/ trim_ galore/) based on quality (Q score 
>30) and length (length >80 bp, 5′ clip for R1 and R2=20). 
To obtain near full- length genomes for RecE and RecL, the 
trimmed reads were assembled de novo using SPAdes v3.9.0 
with k values 21, 33, 55 and a subsample of 10 000 or 13, 200 
paired- end reads, respectively [35]. Reads from RecE and 
RecL were aligned to either the parental sequences MNV 
CW1 (GenBank accession number DQ285629) and WU20 
(GenBank accession number EU004665.1) or each other 
using the Burrows–Wheeler Alignment tool (BWA) [36]. The 
alignments were sorted using Samtools v1.2 [37], converted 
using GATK v3.6.0 [38], and PCR duplicates were removed 
using Picard (http:// broadinstitute. github. io/ picard/). Subse-
quently variants were called using LoFreq [39].

Statistics
Statistical analyses of plaque size diameters determined 
with the Image J software were performed with SAS 
edition studio (SAS, Institute, Cary, NC, USA) using the 
NPAR1WAY procedure (non- parametric tests) or analysed 
using GraphPad Prism 7 (Graph- Pad Software) and P- values 
were determined with the non- parametric Mann–Whitney 
test, where ****P<0.0001, ***P<0.001, **P<0.01, *P<0.05, and 
ns is P≥0.05.

GenBank accession numbers
The consensus nucleotide sequences of the near full genomes 
of RecE and RecL were deposited in GenBank/EMBL/
DDBJ under the accession no. KU743153 and KU743152, 
respectively.

Generation of an inter-MnV chimeric plasmid
An inter- MNV chimeric cDNA was generated to contain a 
recombinant ‘carbon copy’ genome sequence (RecMNVcc) of 
parental strains WU20 (before the recombination breakpoint) 
and CW1 (after the recombination breakpoint) under the 
control of a truncated T7 RNA polymerase promoter. Wher-
ever SNPs were identified between RecE and its respective 
parental strains as encoded in GenBank, the position was 

http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/
http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/
http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/trim_galore/
http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/trim_galore/
http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/
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sequenced (post reverse transcription- PCR amplification) in 
the true, biological parental virus population to verify its pres-
ence or absence therein. If already present in a parental popu-
lation, the mutation was considered to have been acquired 
prior to the recombination event in question (via genetic 
drift during generation of virus stocks) and was included in 
RecMNVcc.

To build RecMNVcc, a WU20 insert obtained by PCR ampli-
fying the WU20 ORF1 region from infectious virus stock 
was embedded into a pT7: MNV 3′Rz CW1 infectious clone 
backbone [40] containing a NotI restriction site in the m53 
stem loop via Gibson assembly.

Generation of pT7: MnV 3′Rz M53 notI
Briefly, to insert a NotI restriction site into pT7: MNV 3′Rz at 
the site of the m53 stem loop (GACCCCGC to GCGGCCGC 
at nt position 5024–5031), site- directed mutagenesis was 
performed by overlap mutagenic PCR with KOD Hot Start 
polymerase (Novagen) using primers IGUC3715 and 6042R 
(PCR1) and IGUC3716 and 3848F (PCR2) (see Table S1, 
available in the online version of this article). The resultant 
PCR products were used as templates for a third PCR with 
primers 3848F and 6042R to generate an amplicon containing 
the inserted NotI restriction site and flanked by AfeI and SacII 
restriction sites. After AfeI and SacII (New England Biolabs) 
digestion, the PCR3 product was ligated into AfeI- and SacII- 
digested and dephosphorylated (Antarctic Phosphatase, New 
England Biolabs) pT7: MNV 3′Rz. The sequence of pT7: 
MNV 3′Rz N53NotI was confirmed using primers 3848F, 
4450F and 6042R.

PCR amplification of Wu20 oRF1
To enable the generation of an ORF1 WU20 cDNA, RNA 
was extracted from infectious virus stock (Epoch Life Science, 
EconoSpin All- in- One Mini Spin Columns), DNAse purified, 
and copied into oligo (d)T- and random hexamer- primed 
cDNA using SuperScript III (Invitrogen). Phusion high fidelity 
polymerase (New England Biolabs) was used to amplify 
a 5 kb region of WU20 cDNA, using 5′ primer IGUC3720 
(containing the truncated T7 polymerase promoter sequence 
(of the pT7: MNV 3′Rz plasmid) and partial 5′ sequence of 
WU20) and 3′ primer IGUC3721 [containing the recombina-
tion site (sequence identity between WU20 and CW1)] (see 
Table S1).

Gibson assembly of pT7: MnV 3′Rz M53 notI and 
Wu20 oRF1
The pT7: MNV 3′Rz M53 NotI vector was cut with restric-
tion enzymes AleI and NotI- HF. A Gibson assembly (New 
England Biolabs) was set up with 100 ng gel purified vector 
and 200–300 ng column purified WU20 insert, according to 
the manufacturer’s instructions. During the Gibson assembly 
process, the NotI site, previously inserted for cloning 
purposes, was removed. Following transformation into and 
recovery from NEB 5- alpha Gold Competent Cells (New 
England Biolabs), the identity of RecMNV was confirmed by 

sequencing with ten overlapping primer pairs covering the 
entire recombinant NoV genome (see Table S1). Three single 
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) attributable either to PCR 
or cloning errors were corrected via site- directed mutagenesis 
to generate a perfect ‘carbon copy’ recombinant of parental 
strains WU20 and CW1.

Cloning of point mutations into a lab-generated 
inter-MnV chimeric plasmid
Following the generation of RecMNVcc, one consensus- level 
synonymous and three non- synonymous point mutations 
identified as entirely novel either to RecE or RecL popula-
tions (Table 1a, b, Fig. S1), were cloned into RecMNVcc via 
site- directed mutagenesis to generate five different mutant 
constructs, RecE(C7245T) (C7245T present in RecE and RecL), 
RecMNV(C7245T_T697C) (T697C present in RecL), RecM-
NVC7245T_G234A (G234A present in RecL), RecMNVC7245T_A5864G 
(A5864G present in RecL), RecL(C7245T_G234A_T697C_A5864G), in 
which unique RecE or RecL mutations were either isolated or 
combined. Insertion of the desired mutation was confirmed 
by sequencing. Details on the cloning strategy and primers 
used for the generation of the five different mutant constructs 
may be found in Table S2.

dnA-based reverse genetics to recover inter-MnV 
mutant viruses
Virus was rescued from the six RecMNV cDNA clones, 
wild- type pT7: MNV 3′Rz CW1 (as positive control) and 
the full- length cDNA clone of polymerase active site mutant 
pT7: MNV POL-3′Rz in which the NS7 active site is mutated 
from YGDD to YGGG (as replication- defective control) [41] 
by using the reverse genetics system based on recombinant 
fowlpox virus expressing T7 RNA polymerase, as previously 
described [10, 40]. Briefly, 1 µg of each cDNA expression 
construct was transfected, using Lipofectamine 2000 trans-
fection reagent (Invitrogen), into BSR- T7 cells previously 
infected with recombinant fowlpox virus expressing T7 
RNA polymerase at a m.o.i. of approximately 0.5 p.f.u. per 
cell (based on the virus titre in chick embryo fibroblasts). 
At 48 h post cDNA transfection, three freeze/thaw cycles at 
–80 °C/37 °C were performed to release virus particles from 
cells and infectious virus titres were determined as TCID50 in 
RAW 264.7 cells using tenfold serial dilutions typically over 
a range of undiluted neat virus to 10–7. The viral TCID50 ml−1 
of biological triplicates was determined by scoring signs of 
cytopathic effect (CPE) using microscopic visualization and 
crystal violet staining at 4 days post infection.

M.o.i.-controlled mid-point replication (P1) of inter-
MnV mutant constructs
Mid- point passaging under standardized conditions [10 h 
infection, m.o.i. of 0.01 (TCID50/cell)] of all six infectious 
recombinant constructs was carried out in RAW264.7 
monolayers. To release infectious viruses of this first passage 
(P1) from cells, three freeze/thaw cycles were subsequently 
performed.
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Table 1. Nucleotide changes present at consensus and sub- consensus 
level (under 50 %) of the viral population of RecE (left), and RecL (right), 
as called using LoFreq and mapped against the parental strains, WU20 
(GenBank: EU004665.1) and CW1 (GenBank: DQ285629.1), in ORF1/2 
and ORF3, respectively. Positions corresponding to WU20 (left: nt 
112 to 4865; right: nt 5290 to 7245) are shaded light grey; positions 
corresponding to CW1 (left: nt 5166 to 7354; right: nt 61 to 4961) are 
shaded dark grey

nt 
position

Parental 
strain

RecE Raw depth Frequency (%)

112 T A 4126 99.95

193 T A 7933 1.09

197 C G 7996 1.06

198 G C 8047 1.06

199 C G 8020 1.05

203 T A 8323 1.21

360 A G 12 743 1.08

697 T C 14 431 3.39

711 A G 14 072 1.94

829 C T 14 909 0.30

1039 A G 14 296 0.51

1503 A G 16 768 0.54

1683 A G 17 706 1.32

2030 C A 18 558 0.66

2269 A G 20 062 99.88

2532 T C 18 825 99.90

2804 C G 12 273 3.22

2978 C T 12 001 99.86

3164 C T 12 563 0.93

4607 T C 18 390 98.92

4865 A G 18 337 99.95

5166 C T 16 582 0.34

5461 C T 16 394 0.62

5484 C T 15 954 1.45

5502 T G 15 622 0.56

5613 C T 15 629 0.19

5664 C T 15 982 0.25

5864 A G 11 687 1.54

6089 A G 16 096 0.31

6117 T C 15 917 0.54

6458 T C 19 083 0.52

6534 C A 20 580 0.21

6610 A G 21 335 2.04

Continued

nt 
position

Parental 
strain

RecE Raw depth Frequency (%)

6625 C T 21 262 0.57

6630 C T 21 366 0.30

6676 C T 21 467 0.40

6677 A G 21 401 0.53

7245 C T 9718 99.73

7354 C T 1619 1.23

61 A G 62 9.67

112 T A 145 99.31

134 T C 182 10.43

234 G A 339 99.70

641 T A 532 1.31

697 T C 499 99.59

716 T C 462 1.51

761 C T 468 13.88

824 C T 509 1.37

1077 A G 565 1.76

1107 A G 567 2.99

1540 A G 708 1.55

1727 A G 636 1.25

1995 G T 710 2.53

2057 C T 721 2.63

2211 A G 814 2.08

2269 A G 850 99.76

2498 C T 106 1.32

2532 T C 976 99.48

2643 C T 658 2.73

2741 T C 376 7.44

2978 C T 376 100.00

2993 G A 375 1.33

4097 C G 538 8.55

4607 T C 691 100.00

4727 A G 742 1.48

4742 G A 736 6.52

4865 A G 657 99.84

4961 A G 613 6.19

5290 C T 542 1.84

5631 C T 626 1.43

Table 1. Continued

Continued
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demonstration of VP2 functional truncation via 
Western blot
To analyse protein expression and specifically reveal VP2 
functional truncation generated as a result of the C7245T 
mutation, BSR- T7 cells were harvested for Western blot 
analysis 48 h post- transfection with C7245T- mutated wild- 
type cDNA. Briefly, cells were lysed in RIPA buffer [50 mM 
Tris/HCl (pH 8.0), 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 % Triton 
X-100, 0.1 % SDS] and analysed subsequently by Western 
blot using a rabbit polyclonal antiserum to the minor capsid 
protein VP2 as described in [40].

Plaque size analysis and end-point replication 
kinetics of inter-MnV mutant constructs
To compare infectious virus titres of the six P1 inter- MNV 
constructs, TCID50 assays were performed in RAW 264.7 cells 
using tenfold serial dilutions (as described above). Plaque 
assays were performed and analysed in RAW264.7 cells for 
each of the six constructs. Viral plaque sizes (25 discrete and 
well- isolated plaques were randomly selected per virus and 
per triplicate; i.e. n=75 plaques/virus) of each inter- MNV 
construct were measured at 48 h p.i. with the open source 
image processing program ImageJ.

RESuLTS
Early and in vitro serially replicated late 
recombinant murine norovirus RecMnV progenies 
display differences in plaque sizes and replication 
kinetics
Differences of in vitro replicative fitness of RecMNV progeny 
RecE (‘early’; prior to in vitro replication) and serially repli-
cated, ‘late’ recombinant murine norovirus progeny RecL 
were analysed by comparing plaque sizes and replication 
kinetics. Plaque phenotypes showed that diameters of RecL 
were significantly larger (0.5 mm2) than those of RecE 
(0.1 mm2) (Fig. 1a). Standardized single- step replication of 
RecE and RecL and analysis of viral progenies via TCID50 
showed viral titres to differ by two orders of magnitude (2 
log10) with mean values of 2.58±0.44×105 TCID50 ml−1 for 
RecE and 1.00±0.55×107 TCID50 ml−1 for RecL (Fig.  1b). 
Thus, both the plaque size analysis and standardized produc-
tion of RecE and RecL progenies indicated a replicative 
fitness adaptation of RecMNV over intervening steps of viral 
amplification.

nt 
position

Parental 
strain

RecE Raw depth Frequency (%)

5703 C T 610 4.91

5864 A G 432 72.22

6372 C T 613 2.28

6510 G A 703 2.27

6531 C T 692 3.75

6534 C A 697 4.87

6534 C G 697 12.19

6657 A G 720 1.52

7215 T C 381 2.09

7245 C T 330 99.69

Frequency: count (the number of times a particular nt occurs)/
coverage.
nt: nucleotide.

Table 1. Continued

Fig. 1. Lysis plaque size comparison and analysis of viral progeny titres of RecE (a) and RecL (b). Plaque size quantification was performed 
on discrete, well- isolated plaques. The increase of mean surface area of the plaques from 0.1 to 0.5 mm2, as determined with the Image 
J software and statistically analysed with procedure NPAR1WAY of SAS edition studio (SAS, Institute, Cary, NC, USA), is shown in (a). 
***: P<0.001. Standardized production of RecE and RecL (infection of six- well plates at m.o.i. 0.01, 24 h incubation) and analysis of viral 
progeny titres via TCID

50
 (biological and technical triplicates) shows viral titres differing by two orders of magnitude (2 log10) with mean 

values of 2.58±0.44×105 TCID
50

 ml−1 reported for RecE and 1.00±0.55×107 TCID
50

 ml−1 for RecL (b). P- values were computed by using a 
two- sided independent sample t- test. ***: P<0.001.
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Next- generation sequencing (NGS) of early and late RecMNV 
progenies reveals a C7245T mutated VP2 in both popula-
tions and three further point mutations in the late RecMNV 
consensus sequence.

To associate differences in replicative fitness between RecE 
and RecL populations to changing molecular characteristics 
within the respective viral populations, MiSeq Illumina NGS 
was performed for RecE and RecL. Near- full- length, 7362 
nucleotide- long consensus genomes were obtained by de novo 
assembly for RecE and RecL. The median read depth for both 
samples was at least 583 with 99.6 % of the bases covered at 
least 20 times for RecE and 98.5 % for RecL. These coverage 
rates allowed the confident detection of low- frequency single 
nucleotide variants [42]. The consensus sequence of RecE 
(GenBank accession number: KU743153) was compared to 
the corresponding sequences of its parental strains as encoded 
in GenBank. The recombination breakpoint was confirmed to 
be located at the ORF1/ORF2 junction in a 123 base pair large 
region of complete sequence identity (nucleotides 4968 to 
5090) between the parental isolates. Thus, the complete RecE 
ORF1 sequences were matched against WU20 (GenBank: 
EU004665.1), while ORF2 and ORF3 sequences were 
compared to the corresponding regions of CW1 (GenBank: 
DQ285629.1) (Table 1). Wherever SNPs were identified at 
consensus level (over 50%) within the RecE population and its 
respective parental strains as encoded in GenBank, the posi-
tion was sequenced in the original parental WU20 or CW1 
virus population to verify its presence or absence therein. If 
already present in a parental population, the mutation must 
have been acquired prior to the recombination event in ques-
tion (via genetic drift during generation of virus stocks) and 
was thus not included in further investigations. Accordingly, 
a single nucleotide transition from C (CW1) to T (RecE) at 
position 7245 was identified to have introduced a stop codon 
(Gln→Stop187) in ORF3, resulting in a 20 amino acid trun-
cated VP2 in RecE (Table 2a, b).

The RecE consensus sequence was then mapped against that 
of RecL to identify mutations appearing between the two 
populations (and potentially associated the observed differ-
ences in replicative fitness) (Table 2a). A comparison of the 
consensus genome sequences of RecE and RecL (GenBank 
accession number: KU743152) revealed three nucleotide 
changes in total. Within NS1/2 (ORF1), two changes at posi-
tions 234 (G to A) and 697 (T to C) occurred, both of which 
resulted in amino acid mutations at positions 77 (Gly→Ser77) 
and 231 (Leu→Pro231), respectively (Table 2b). Interestingly, 
due to the non- silent mutation at nucleotide position 234, 
the RecL sequence corresponded to that of CW1 at the same 
position in both its nucleotide and amino acid sequence, 
reflecting the WU20 non- structural region ‘picking up’ a 
codon present in the corresponding region of CW1. ORF2 
of RecL harboured a novel synonymous mutation at position 
5864 (A to G), while the previous change at position 7245 was 
maintained in ORF3 of RecL.

The relative percentages of mutations (variants) within the 
population were determined after mapping the processed 

MiSeq Illumina sequencing reads to the respective refer-
ence sequence. Except at nucleotide positions 697 and 5864, 
variants hitherto reported were present at >98 % within both 
populations and can confidently be viewed as stably estab-
lished within the population. At position 697, 3.39 % cytosine 
(C) and at nucleotide position 5864, 1.54 % adenine (A) were 
present within the RecE population. Indicating a positive 
selection over the interim passages, these values mounted to 
99.59 and 72.22 %, respectively in RecL.

Introduction of separate and combined RecMnV 
point mutations into an inter-MnV chimeric plasmid 
backbone via site-directed mutagenesis generates 
six chimeric plasmids
To investigate the effect of individual observed genomic 
changes within the RecE and RecL populations, an inter-
 MNV chimeric plasmid was generated by replacing the 

Table 2. Nucleotide changes (a) and non- synonymous mutations (b) 
between the consensus sequences of RecE, RecL and the parental 
strains WU20 and CW1. The relative percentages of mutations (variants) 
within the population were determined after mapping the processed 
MiSeq Illumina sequencing reads to the respective reference sequence, 
WU20 (GenBank: EU004665.1) in ORF1, CW1 (GenBank: DQ285629.1) in 
ORF2 and 3. Wherever deviating from the reference sequence, positions 
were sequenced in the respective WU20 or CW1 parental virus 
population. If already present in a parental population, the mutation 
was considered to have been acquired prior to the recombination event 
in question (via genetic drift during generation of virus stocks) and was 
not included in this table

ORF1 ORF2 ORF3

NS1/2

nt position 234 697 5864 7245

WU20 G T A C

CW1 A T A C

RecE G T A T

RecL A C G T

ORF1 ORF3

NS1/2

AA 77 231 190

WU20 Gly Leu Gln

CW1 Ser Leu Gln

RecE Gly Leu Stop

RecL Ser Pro Stop

Those changes resulting in a non- synonymous mutation (amino 
acid change) are marked in bold. The parental strain for the 
respective ORF is shaded in grey. Dotted underlining of nucleotides 
or amino acids signals changes appearing between the parental 
strain and RecE. Solid underlining of nucleotides or amino acids 
signals changes appearing between RecE and RecL. ORF: open 
reading frame; nt: nucleotide; AA: Amino acid.
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ORF1 region of a CW1 cDNA (pT7: MNV 3’Rz [40]) with 
a PCR- amplified WU20 ORF1 to represent a recombinant 
‘carbon copy’ (RecMNVcc) of the parental strains. The unique 
consensus- level synonymous and three non- synonymous 
RecE or RecL point mutations identified in previous steps 
were introduced separately and in combination into RecM-
NVcc via site- directed mutagenesis, generating five different 
mutant constructs, RecE(C7245T) (C7245T present in RecE and 
RecL), RecMNV(C7245T_T697C) (T697C present in RecL), RecM-
NVC7245T_G234A (G234A present in RecL), RecMNVC7245T_A5864G 
(A5864G present in RecL), RecL(C7245T_G234A_T697C_A5864G). Inser-
tion of the desired mutation was confirmed by sequencing.

dnA-based reverse genetics allows recovery of six 
infectious inter-MnV chimeric viruses
A DNA- based reverse genetics system allowed recovery of 
infectious virus (P0) at similar titres for all six recombinant 
constructs RecMNVcc, RecE(C7245T) (C7245T present in RecE 
and RecL), RecMNV(C7245T_T697C) (T697C present in RecL), 
RecMNVC7245T_G234A (G234A present in RecL), RecMNVC7245T_

A5864G (A5864G present in RecL), RecL(C7245T_G234A_T697C_A5864G) 
and wild- type MNV (Fig. 2) demonstrating that no mutation 
was so deleterious as to impair virus rescue.

A C7245T mutation results in functional truncation 
of VP2
The presumptive functional truncation of VP2 caused by the 
C7245T mutation in infectious viral progeny (passage 1) was 
confirmed via Western blot analysis using a rabbit polyclonal 
antiserum to the minor capsid protein VP2 as described in 
[40] (Fig. 3).

A replicative fitness cost of the C7245T VP2 
truncation is compensated by separate and 
cumulative point mutations associated to late 
RecMnV
Mid- point passaging in RAW264.7 cells at low m.o.i. 
(0.01) of all six infectious recombinant constructs yielded 
a standardized passage 1 (P1) stock. Differences in in vitro 
replicative fitness of inter- MNV recombinant P1 prog-
enies were compared using end- point replication kinetics 
and plaque size comparison and as proxy measurements. 
Titres of inter- MNV P1 viruses RecMNVcc (1.36±0.08×105 
TCID50 ml−1), RecE(C7245T) (2.42±0.17×104 TCID50 ml−1) and 
RecMNVC7245T_T697C (2.42±0.08×104 TCID50 ml−1) differed by 
approximatively one order of magnitude (1 log10). Titres for 
RecMNVC7245T_G234A (7.65±0.17×104 TCID50 ml−1) and RecM-
NVC7245T_A5864G (1.36×105±0.14 TCID50 ml−1) were similar to 
that of RecMNVcc, while the titre of RecL(C7245T_G234A_T697C_A5864G) 
was slightly higher at 3.55±0.14×105 TCID50 ml−1 (Fig. 4c).

The mean surface area of plaques [n=75 (3×25), biological 
triplicates; mm2] was shown to differ significantly between the 
six constructs (Fig. 4b). RecMNVcc plaques were shown to have 
a mean surface area of 1.821±0.1708 mm2, whilst RecE(C7245T) 
plaques were smaller by a factor of 3.9 (0.465±0.08285 mm2). 
Plaque sizes of RecMNV C7245T_G234A (mean surface area 

2.261±0.2197 mm2; augmentation of plaque size by factor 
1.2 as compared to RecMNVcc) and RecMNVC7245T_A5864G 
(1.912±0.1903 mm2) were shown to be similar to those of 
RecMNVcc, and RecMNV(C7245T_T697C) plaques with a mean 
surface area of 0.670±0.105 mm2 displayed a factor 2.7 reduc-
tion of plaque size as compared to RecMNVcc. The surface area 
of RecL(C7245T_G234A_T697C_A5864G) plaques (3.866±0.2482 mm2) 
was shown to be 2.1 times larger than that of RecMNVcc 
plaques indicating a cumulative effect of three mutations in 
two different ORFs in RecL.

dISCuSSIon
This is the first study in which the capability of replicative 
fitness adaptation and associated genetic characteristics of 
a previously in vitro- generated recombinant MuNoV were 
evaluated at early and late time points of serial in vitro 
passaging. Our data provide evidence of viral adaptation to 
a controlled environment (here a cell- culture system) after a 

Fig. 2. A DNA- based reverse genetics system allowed recovery 
of infectious virus (P0) at similar titres for all six recombinant 
constructs, RecMNV

cc
, RecE

(C7245T)
, RecMNV

(C7245T_T697C)
, RecMNV

C7245T_G234A
, 

RecMNV
C7245T_A5864G

 and RecL
(C7245T_G234A_T697C_A5864G)

 and wild- type CW1. The 
mean log10 TCID

50
 ml−1 and the standard error of the mean for each 

of the viruses are determined; formal statistical hypothesis testing, 
assuming independence between measurements of the infectivity of 
the wild- type and mutant viruses and computed by using two- sided 
independent sample t- tests showed no statistical differences between 
RecMNV mutants and WTCW1. WTCW1: plasmid pT7: MNV 3’Rz; ΔNS7: 
polymerase active site mutant pT7: MNV POL-3′Rz in which the NS7 
active site is mutated from YGDD to YGGG.
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recombination event, which initially induced a steep reduc-
tion of replication capacity [31, 32].

Recombination has previously been shown to incur fitness 
costs in viruses either as a result of disrupted epistatic inter-
relationships between the genetic loci of a novel recombinant 
(this typically between highly divergent viruses) [43] or as a 
result of point mutations acquired while bypassing the evolu-
tionary bottleneck that is recombination. The recombinant 
strain RecMNV has been demonstrated to generate smaller 
plaques and have slower replication kinetics than its parental 
strains. Its lower replicative fitness was previously putatively 
associated to a longer cell sequestration before release [31].

Within compact viral genomes that encode only a few 
proteins, even single non- synonymous mutations can be 
sufficient to alter the structure or function of virus- encoded 
proteins to mediate fitness modifications [44, 45]. To investi-
gate the origin of the reduced replicative fitness of RecMNV, 
i.e. RecE in this study, we investigated its genetic variant 
spectrum via MiSeq Illumina sequencing and matched its 
consensus sequence against those of its parental strains. The 
sole ORF1/2 recombination breakpoint [31] was confirmed, 
with ORF1 (NS1/2 to NS7) of RecE mapping against WU20, 
while ORFs 2 (VP1), 3 (VP2) and 4 (VF1) aligned homolo-
gously with CW1 sequences. A single C7245T point mutation 
and consequent introduction of a stop codon (Gln→Stop187) 
in ORF3 of RecE was shown to have caused a substantial 
functional truncation in the middle of a predicted VP2 stem- 
loop structure [46]. Minor capsid protein VP2, encoded by 
all caliciviruses, is located at the interior of the viral capsid 
and bound to a conserved motif in the shell domain of major 
capsid protein VP1. It is postulated to be involved in MuNoV 
encapsidation via an interaction with viral genomic RNA 
[17] and acidic regions of VP1 [47] and is held to regulate 
expression and stability of VP1 in HuNoVs [48]. Feline 
calicivirus VP2 forms a portal- like assembly following host 
cell receptor engagement [49]. VP2 integrity has previ-
ously been shown to be essential for productive replication 
of infectious feline calicivirus and attempts at producing 

infectious viruses after adding stop codons were previously 
unsuccessful [50]. To confirm the putative deleterious effect 
of point mutation C7245T in the context of a homologous 
recombinant background, albeit non- lethal, we implemented 
DNA- based reverse genetics to rescue both RecMNVcc, an 
inter- MNV chimeric virus representing a perfect ‘carbon 
copy’ recombinant of parental WU20 and CW1 sequences, 
and RecE(C7245T), a RecMNVcc C7245T mutant. Plaque size 
comparison of inter- MNV chimeric viruses RecMNVcc and 
RecE(C7245T) indicated a deleterious effect of the C7245T muta-
tion on replicative fitness of RecE(C7245T) viral progenies by a 
near factor four diminution of viral plaque sizes. Plaque size 
diameters are proportional to the number of cells that a virus 
lyses in a given time period. Their size is therefore related to 
virus productivity and cell- to- cell spread and their analysis 
is a well- established measure of viral fitness [19, 51–55]. The 
smaller lysis plaques of VP2 truncated RecE, indicating an 
inhibition of viral spread, are in line with the recent hypoth-
esis that intact calicivirus VP2 functions as a channel for viral 
genome release from the endosome into the cytoplasm of a 
host cell [49]. A viral fitness cost was further confirmed by 
lower infectious titres of RecE(C7245T).

While initial imprecise recombination events present an 
evolutionary bottleneck and can induce a fitness cost, they 
may be followed by a stage of resolution optimizing viral 
fitness [43, 56]. We here report on a significant increase of 
plaque size between early and late progenies of recombinant 
MuNoV RecMNV, demonstrating a replicative fitness regain 
of the initially disadvantaged RecMNV after successive in 
vitro passaging. The fitness regain was additionally confirmed 
by differences in the kinetics of viral replication between RecE 
and RecL shown via a standardized virus production and 
supported by one- step and multi- step growth curve analyses. 
Titres of RecL at 24 h p.i. were two orders of magnitude (2 
log10) higher than those of RecE and approached those of 
the parental strains at high m.o.i. To investigate the genetic 
changes that favoured the selection of viruses with faster repli-
cation kinetics and a large plaque phenotype, we obtained 
the near- complete genomic sequence of RecL. Comparison 
of RecE and RecL showed the C7245T mutation previously 
identified in RecE to be maintained in RecL. In addition, two 
non- synonymous nucleotide changes occurred within NS1/2 
and a non- synonymous one in ORF2. NGS analysis allowed 
us to follow the evolution of RecMNV on a population level, 
showing not only the apparition of two of the variants at 
consensus level but also suggesting the positive selection and 
ultimate establishment of mutations initially represented at 
sub- consensus level within the population (T697C present 
at 3.39 % in RecE and at 99.59 % in RecL; A586G present at 
1.54 % in RecE and at 72.22 % in RecL).

NS1/2, the least conserved NoV NS protein [47, 57], is 
involved in replication complex formation by associating 
with components of the endocytic and secretory pathway 
together with co- localizing NS4 [47, 58–60]. For MuNoVs, a 
single amino acid change in NS1/2 has been shown to induce 
a fitness gain in form of colonic tropism and persistence [61]. 
Here we demonstrate gain of replicative fitness in cell culture 

Fig. 3. The presumptive functional truncation of VP2 caused by the 
C7245T mutation in infectious viral progeny was confirmed via Western 
blot analysis using a rabbit polyclonal antiserum to the minor capsid 
protein VP2. The molecular ladder used was BioRad PrecisionPlus Dual 
colour. Mock: mock infection; WTCW1: plasmid pT7: MNV 3′Rz; ΔNS7: 
polymerase active site mutant pT7: MNV POL-3′Rz in which the NS7 
active site is mutated from YGDD to YGGG.
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via acquisition of two non- synonymous NS1/2 mutations. 
Interestingly the 5′-proximal G234A mutation rescued the 
fitness cost mediated by 3′-proximal C7245T to higher levels 
than T697C. It has previously been demonstrated that physical 

interactions between the 5′ and 3′ ends of the NoV genomic 
RNA, which are sequence- mediated and further stabilized by 
cellular proteins, contribute to RNA circularisation and play 
a role in viral replication [62]. Sequence complementarity 

Fig. 4. Lysis plaque analysis, plaque size comparison and analysis of viral progeny titres of infectious inter- MNV chimeric viruses 
RecMNV
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, RecE
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.
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has been shown to direct 5′–3′ end contacts; it is therefore 
intriguing that the C7245T mutation was followed by G234A, 
restoring complementarity (A- T to G- C) to a putative pairing.

In addition to non- synonymous mutations, synonymous 
mutations may also substantially impact viral fitness via 
non- neutral epistatic effects influencing RNA stability and 
splicing [20, 63] and silent tuning for increased adaptability 
[44, 64–66]. Since VP2 has been suggested to interact not only 
with the internal acidic domains of the calicivirus virion, but 
also with viral RNA [17, 50], the synonymous A5864G VP1 
mutation is interesting in that it might have facilitated interac-
tions between C7245T mutated VP2 and the viral genome.

To investigate the effect of the two non- synonymous NS1/2 
mutations as well as the synonymous A5864G ORF2 (VP1) 
mutation on replication deficient RecE(C7245T), thus mimicking 
the natural genetic shift of RecMNV populations during serial 
passaging, inter- MNV chimeric viruses, RecMNVC7245T_G234A, 
RecMNV(C7245T_T697C), RecMNVC7245T_A5864G and RecL(C7245T_G234A_

T697C_A5864G), carrying individual and combined mutations were 
rescued via reverse genetics; the two previously described 
proxy measurements for replicative viral fitness indicated 
not only an augmentation of fitness for all three individual 
mutants but also a cumulative beneficial effect in which the 
replicative fitness of RecMNVcc was not only matched by 
RecL(C7245T_G234A_T697C_A5864G) (as indicated by similar viral titres) 
but surpassed as regards lysis plaque size.

Additional factors such as the presence of different numbers 
of defective interfering particles can influence the fitness of 
different virus populations [67] and might have mediated 
differences between the RecE and RecL populations. This 
hypothesis was however not supported as Ct values for virus 
samples of similar titres obtained from a two- step RT qPCR 
analysis targeting the 5′-end of the MuNoV genome [31] were 
identical (results not shown).

Conclusion
Our results show that when a recombination event initially 
disadvantages a nascent chimeric NoV, an initial fitness cost 
precipitated by this genetic shift can be regained in vitro via 
genetic drift. Sporadic but regular emergence of HuNoV 
recombinant field strains may be explained with the help of 
this in vitro proof- of- concept model. In vivo, putative replica-
tive disadvantages mediated by recombination events, can be 
compensated by other advantages at the level of competitive 
or the transmissive fitness (e.g. ‘coat switching’), giving the 
virus time to regain its replicative fitness and even become 
dominant over its parental strains [29]. Indeed, for NoVs in 
the field the ability of the viral polymerase to switch templates 
at the start of ORF2 is considered advantageous, helping 
viruses to escape the evolutionary bottlenecks of host immune 
responses by the acquisition of a novel antigenic VP1 [30]; 
these recombinant viruses probably represent only subset 
of those that are actually generated, and are the ones that 
are maintained in the viral population after a rigorous func-
tional selection and accumulation of adaptive point muta-
tions. It is important to identify which parts of the genome 

are specifically prone to mediate fitness adaptation and to 
provide information for the production of effective detection 
and surveillance tools for the screening of emerging NoV 
strains, including recombinant ones. This study may serve as a 
starting point for the further development of in vitro HuNoV 
recombination studies in robust cell- culture systems to allow 
generation and detection of recombinants and elucidation of 
as yet unresolved mechanics of NoV recombination.
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